
 

Formax FD 402P3 Paper Jogger: Your Secret to Organized Paperwork 

Formax FD 402P3 Paper Jogger is a powerful tool that can make a world of difference in your office or 

workspace. This innovative device is designed to streamline your document handling process, saving you 

time and frustration while ensuring that your paperwork stays neat and organized. 

 

What exactly does the Formax FD 402P3 Paper Jogger do? Simply put, it aligns and squares up stacks of 

paper, eliminating static and reducing the risk of jams during printing, folding, or binding. This might 

seem like a small task, but it can have a big impact on the efficiency and accuracy of your document 

processing workflow. 

One of the best things about the Formax FD 402P3 Paper Jogger is its versatility. It can handle a wide 

range of paper sizes and weights, from small index cards to large stacks of letter-size documents. Plus, 

with adjustable jogging action and variable speed control, you can customize the jogger to suit your 

specific needs and preferences. 

But perhaps the most impressive thing about the Formax FD 402P3 Paper Jogger is its speed and 

efficiency. With its powerful motor and precise jogging action, it can quickly and effectively align even 

the most unruly stacks of paper, saving you time and frustration. Whether you're preparing documents 

for printing, sorting mail, or organizing paperwork, this paper jogger can help you get the job done 

quickly and efficiently. 

In addition to its performance capabilities, the Formax FD 402P3 Paper Jogger is also designed with user 

convenience in mind. Its compact size and durable construction make it easy to use and store, while its 

intuitive controls ensure hassle-free operation. Plus, with its quiet operation, you can jog paper stacks 

without disturbing your colleagues or fellow workers. 

In conclusion, the Formax FD 402P3 Paper Jogger is a must-have tool for anyone who deals with paper 

documents on a regular basis. With its powerful performance, versatility, and user-friendly design, it can 

help you streamline your document handling process and improve productivity.  

https://www.jtfbus.com/item/20397/Formax-FD-402P3-Three-Bin-Paper-Jogger


The Formax FD 402P3 Three Bin Paper Jogger is ideal for higher volume environments and provides 

quick and easy alignment for a variety of paper sizes up to 8.5 inches x 14 inches. Jogging forms helps to 

separate them and reduce static electricity for accurate feeding through pressure sealers, folders, 

inserters and other paper handling equipment. Its vibration speeds are phenomenal (up to 4,000 per 

minute). 

 Formax 402P3’s electromagnetic design enables continuous operation, while the slotted clean-outs 

allow paper dust, staples, paper clips and other debris to exit the jogging bin. This Formax Jogger 

separates and aligns forms while reducing static electricity. This FD 402P3 Jogger is ideal for use with 

higher volume cut sheet pressure sealing, inserting or folding. The Formax Triple-bin paper jogger has 

a large tray that can hold up to 1700 sheets. 

So why struggle with misaligned paper stacks and frustrating jams? Invest in a Formax FD 402P3 Paper 

Jogger today and experience the difference it can make for your workflow.  
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